PROPOSED LAYOUT PLAN OF
PLOTS OF BHAIKAV GRAH NIRMAN
SAHAKARI SAMITI LTD AT JAIPUR
BYE PASS ROAD NEAR NIWARU ROAD
JAIPUR
SCALE 1" = 50FT

REFERENCES
KHAZA B NO.
gram
District
JAIPUR

NOTE PLAN SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENT AT SITE

AREAS
PLOTS 800 33 SQYD
SHOPS 700 00 SQYD
ROADS 14' 64 SQYD
LAND 6164 99 SQYD

SRI RAM VATIKA

APINAY BUILDING DESIGNERS PLANNERS
BALWAD ROAD TWO TRAM
JAIPUR-12

PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
PROPOSED LAYOUT PLAN OF
PLOTS OF BHAI RAV GRAH NIRMAN
SAHAKARI SAMITI LTD AT JAIPUR
BYE PASS ROAD NEAR NIWARU ROAD
JAIPUR
SCALE 1" = 50FT

REFERENCES
KHASRA NO.
GRAM
TEHSIL
DISTRICT JAIPUR
NOTE: PLAN SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENT AT SITE

AREAS
PLOTS 602233 SQYD
SHOPS 73000 SQYD
ROADS 149165 SQYD
LAND 315439 SQYD

PROPOSED BYE PASS ROAD

SRI RAM VATIKA

PRESIDENT  SECRETARY

ABHINAV BUILDING DESIGNERS PLANNERS
KALWAR ROAD JAIPUR 12
PROPOSED LAYOUT PLAN OF
PLOTS OF BHAI RAV GRAH NIRMAN
SAHAKARI SAMITI LTD AT JAIPUR
BYE PASS ROAD NEAR NIWARU ROAD
JAIPUR
SCALE 1" = 50FT

REFERENCES
KHASRA NOS
GRAM
TEHSIL
DISTRICT JAIPUR

NOTE: PLAN SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENT AT SITE

AREAS
PLOTS 6037.92 SQYD
SHOPS 739.00 SQYD
ROADS 1441.66 SQYD
LAND 8164.99 SQYD

PROPOSED BYE PASS ROAD

SRI RAM VATIKA

ABHINAV BUILDING DESIGNERS PLANNERS
KALWAR ROAD JOWTWARA
JAIPUR - 12

PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
PROPOSED LAYOUT PLAN OF
PLOTS OF DHAI RAV GRAH NIRMAN
SAHAKARI SAMITI LTD AT JAIPUR
BYE PASS ROAD NEAR NIWARU ROAD
JAIPUR
SCALE 1" = 50FT

REFERENCES
KHASRA NOS
GRAM
TEHSIL
DISTRICT
JAIPUR

NOTE: PLAN SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENT AT SITE

AREAS
PLOTS 602 335 SQYD
SHOPS 7500 5500 SQYD
ROADS 1491 66 550 SQYD
LAND 8164 995 SQYD

SRI RAM VATIKA

PRESIDENT
SECRETARY

ABHINAV BUILDING DESIGNERS PLANNER
KALWAR ROAD JWOOTWARA
JAIPUR-12
SURVEY MAP OF SRI RAM VATIKA BHAIYAV GRAH NIRMAN SAMITI LTD AT JAIPUR
NEAR BYE PASS ROAD

SCALE 1" = 50'

AREA: